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NICOLE SCHNEIDER
BEGINNINGS
Nicole learned NLP at the age of 14 in the late 1980s, and took her first steps into the world of coaching
(before it was even called coaching), at the age of 23. She has been a trainer of coaching, NLP, and
psychological tools training for over 20 years. Prior to starting Global NLP Training (2006) she fulfilled
several management, trainer/coach positions in the corporate world and in the field of education. She
holds a master of laws degree at the University of Amsterdam, which she actually never used, and studied
educational psychology and intercultural communication at the University of Minnesota.

BREAKDOWN &
BREAKTHROUGH

PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATIONAL PASSIONS

She used NLP to overcome physical as well as
mental illness (Chronic Fatigue.) Nicole is a goal
setter by nature, she lost 100 pounds of weight,
left the corporate world, and built a successful
NLP and coach training company to fulfill her
purpose and create a values based company.

Other than NLP, Nicole has taken extensive training
in the movement system Feldenkrais (in a sense
NLP for the body) under Larry Goldfarb, and
positive psychology training at the University of
Pennsylvania, Yale University, and Berkeley among
others. Nicole also learns through meditation, being
present is the best way to learn (and to teach.)
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HER TRACK RECORD

TEAM GLOBAL NLP

As part of her track-record as a coach and trainer
she has spoken in front of the United Nations
(International Criminal Court), trained those
who negotiate to trade guns for life, worked
with many business leaders and executives of
fortune 500 companies, politicians, celebrities, top
athletes, and trained several best-seller personal
development writers. She is the preferred trainer
teaching NLP techniques for the resolution of
post-traumatic stress disorder and creating posttraumatic growth to the therapists of the United
States Armed forces. Her favorite clients however
are people who simply take NLP training with her
for no other reason than to become better parents
or to mentor and coach underprivileged children.
Nicole has trained coaches and motivational
speakers from around the world, some of whom
are well known and of international acclaim.

Nicole has personally trained all Global NLP
Trainers inside a 3-5 year intensive trainers
training program within her company (trainers
training with the certifying bodies in most cases
generally only take 7 days of training.) The
biographies of our other current trainers located
on 3 different continents can be found on our
website.
She runs her company under the premise that
happy employees make successful and productive
employees. It is equally important to her that
her staff can be successful parents as well as
successful employees. She believes our kids
(including the furry ones) and those we love,
are the cement inside of our well-being and
happiness. They make us flourish in all areas of
our lives, including our work. Nicole boasts that
she has the best and most
dedicated staff in the world,
including Jacqueline O’Leary
who for many future students
is the first point of contact.
She was hired in part because
Nicole included as one of her
requirements inside the job
description that the employee
also be a mom.
Nicole promotes her staff,
as well as support staff and
employees of our training
venues to authentically be
themselves regardless of their
culture, sexual orientation, or
their life history. Taking time
for meditation, spiritual and
religious practices should be
done during working hours and
is never debated or questioned.
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SOCIAL-EDUPRENEUR &
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR
Nicole considers herself a Social-Edupreneur, as the
business model she uses to manage Global NLP
Training benefits underprivileged children, children
with mental disabilities in developing countries,
schoolteachers inside extremely challenging
locations, and business trainings for poor families to
gain new opportunities starting their own business.
She does this through doing workshops against
donation, teaching mentors and teachers, and she
even helped the school of mentally disabled children
on Bali to create a catering company where some of
their graduates work, because she needed catering
for the class on Bali. By giving her students lunch
each day, 2 school teachers are paid a year’s salary.
She believes wholeheartedly in the business model
she created, as it is the way to run a business where
everyone wins in every way. Many of our students
first hear about our training as result of these social
entrepreneurship efforts. Some people book our
training even because of it and meeting Nicole
along the way.

GLOBAL NLP TRAINING
• We teach workshops in exchange for donations
to international organizations & corporations.
• We teach coaches and teachers of
underprivileged children, free of any charges.
• We teach coaches around the world how to gain
clients by using “social coach-preneurship” and
this teaching is free of any charges.
• Site visits by our students to the school of
mentally disabled on Bali & our work with the
foundation collectively became a pivotal piece
in the construction of a new school and its
continued efforts to become self-sustainable.
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“The scientific evidence
is abundantly clear: it’s
good to be good. Helping
others, and the emotions
associated with doing so,
increases our physical &
mental health, personal
well-being, happiness,
emotional intelligence,
and longevity. It is a burst
of happiness in any day.”
~ Global NLP Trainer

MORE IMPORTANTLY…
Scientifically tested signature strengths:
curiosity, creativity, humor & fun,
kindness & generosity, gratitude.
Her top unconscious values elicited
using NLP: integrity, flow, fun,
evolution, mastery in magnificence in
service of others.
Her life goal: to lead a life that matters
beyond her own life time. To inspire,
to teach others to do the same. To live
what she teaches unerringly.
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STAY IN TOUCH
We are available on WhatsApp:
+1 202.999.5083

For information call:
INTL: +1 (877) 241.6375

Our Global NLP iPhone & Android app
is available on our website and is free
of any charges.

info@globalnlptraining.com
www.globalnlptraining.com

